
Moulding Bin Prehung Spec Name:_____________________________  

   Hinges:

INTERIOR EXTERIOR Phone #:___________________________        

Door Type: Date:_____________________________ 

Jamb Size:___________________ Unit Size:___________________ Rough Opening:_____________________ Bore:   □ 2-3/8"      □ 2-3/4" 
EXTERIOR     □       Single □    Double

Handing Single Handing Double ______________        T-AST
(white, alum, bronze)

_____________ Sill
(alum, bronze)

SILL SIZE □   4-9/16"      □       5-5/8" (inswing only)

□ 1/4" ADA*    □   1/2" ADA*

_________ Qlon (browntone, white)

Comments:

_________ Wood TAST (extra fee)
_________ No TAST (Small Gap in between doors)
□ Add door stop inswing units only
□ Add Flat Astragal
_______ Ball Catch (No bore on doors)

_______ Flush Bolt (Inactive Door)

EXT INSWING
width +1-1/2"
height +2-5/8

EXT Outswing
width +1-1/2"
height +1-1/2"

INT 
X ______________________ width +1-1/2"
Signature height +1-1/2"
We will make the units fit within the specifications provided.
By signing this form you are stating that the above information is correct. Any changes to this information must be submitted 
by e-mail or text message. No Exceptions. To ensure accuracy all the information must be provided before we can start the order.  
In the event that disputes are made we will reference this form. To prevent damage orders must be picked up no more
than two week after they are completed. Pick up dates are approx. Delays can occur. 
Moulding Bin is not to be held liable for any damage to units left over two weeks or for delays due to any unforseen event.
 There are no returns or exchanges on prehung or prefit doors. 

delays can occur

Unit Size Guide (using sill) FOR QUOTES 

Approx. Pickup Date:

US15 Satin Nickel

26D Brushed Nickel   □
10B Oil Rubbed Bronze   □
1D Black    □

Other:_________________________

□

SILL OTHER:_________________

INTERIOR

*change in unit size with ADA SILL

Please allow 24-48 hours for 
quote requests. For accurate 
quotes all the information is 
needed prior to submitting 
the request.

□ ORDER
 

□ QUOTE
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